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Description:

The project involves studying online (sequential) semi-supervised (only limited amount of information is
provided) learning. Due to this minimal feedback, it is important to use indirect feedback such as the stream
of unlabeled data. The target application is online face-recognition. Following videos show what is the
algorithm currently capable of, if only 4 labeled faces are given as an input.

 

Plan of work:

This project will involve both research and programming. After specific idea, the applicant will evaluate it on
some video dataset. Both the data and the startup code would be provided. Main topic is the following:

Large-scale classification: This options involves scaling current approach to the size of web (> 1
million of images), for example using special data-structures, such cover trees or spill trees or using
parallel computing.

The other ideas can be tackled too:

Life-long face recognition from the movies or TV series. This will involve research in improving face
recognition algorithm such that it could be reliably used for a long time. A typical application would be
using long TV series, that were shot over the years. At the beginning, only a very few faces would be
labeled and algorithm would need to keep recognizing facing over years, even with actors ageing and
changing (glasses, beard, hair).
Comparison with commercial face recognizers: This project will involve comprehensive comparison
with other face recognition software, such as with Lambda labs.
Feature improvements: Enhancing the classification with metric learning, special visual features.
Graph Quantization: How to compactly represent a graph of faces without much loss in accuracy.
Other idea can be considered.
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